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About This Game

Square Route

Square Route is a puzzle game in which you must take control of the terrain by adding and removing platforms and placing tools
to create a safe route for the Squares to get to their targets. There are between one and four Squares on each level, and left to

their own devices they will happily bounce around on their own and turn around if they hit a wall. But not being the most
intelligent or safety-conscious of creatures, they will not think twice (or not think at all) before falling off the edge of the level

or getting themselves trapped. So, they're going to need all the help they can get...

That means it's your job to keep them out of trouble. You can do this by helping them turn around, jump across gaps, climb
ladders and reverse their gravity, or by altering their surroundings by removing existing platforms and building others.
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Combinations of such objects are often required, and the building of elaborate structures is frequently a necessity. They're
gonna need all the help they can get!

However, the catch (there's always a catch) is: you only get a certain amount of actions to perform on each level, so you'll have
to work out how to hit all the targets efficiently with the tools you have available. On some levels it's possible to pick up more

actions along the way, but you'll have to work out which ones you need, and whether it's worth getting them or trying to
complete the level without them.

With 120 levels, including a full 20-level tutorial, Square Route is a classic puzzler that is both addictive and
frustrating in equal measures.
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This was a short game but I really enjoyed it. I had never heard of Momo until a friend told me a little about the urban legend
and the really piqued my curiosity. It was fun to follow instructions from a ghost through text messages.

I got stuck on the part where you need a code but managed to get through. I'll probably play it a couple more times to try and get
all the achievements.

My only complaint was that I got a bit motion sick, but that's just me. Everything makes me woozy. :P

Thanks for the fun game. I'll be sure to check out future developments. :). The Second Chapter in the Deported Series-
This takes our character up against a more deadly nemesis while trying to BUILD THAT WALL!!!
Solid dialog, tongue in cheek humour with a ton of funny references.

Buy the bundle and have a damned good time,

. Nice "pocket" 4x game. Pure resource and reseach management. Perfect for "one evening session". Very good ship design and
AI system (really best i seen, but i do not seen many).. a very challangeing game fun to play but the stupedist ending of any
game I ever played...unless there is a sequal.. Hearts of Iron II is one of the best Grand Strategy games I have ever played. It's
deep and detailed yet easy enough to learn. Keep in mind though, when I say easy, I mean easy for a Grand Strategy game, for
the usual RTS player it still is quite a hill to climb.

The big strategic elements are well made and fulfilling with lots to do in building your country up, fine tuning your army and
position it just so. The expansions add tons to that with an expanded diplomacy system and a espionage system both of which,
although not as good as the actual warfare, works fairly well.

The tactical elements is where this game really shines. Spearheads, encirclements, it's all at your fingertips. Think you could
have held off the German onslaught as France? Go do it.

The music is of the usual high Paradox quality and the sounds and graphics does what little is needed.

A great buy for any fan of Grand Strategy. A game that needs to be played.. This is very sweet and cute puzzle game. It gave me
nostalgia about the childhood times when I loved to play similar puzzle adventures on my first PC. Everything made with love in
the game. Will be great choice if for oldies (like me) and kids <3
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A dramatically easy game to play and complete 100%. There isn't really enough content to be considered a game and I don't
think this game is worth any money. I think there should be more content before I can recommend the game.. Mejor que NO
MANS SKY tiene multiplayer 10/10. It is a modern version of the classic game Space Invaders. Game type is the same
extremely fun to waste time with the game. and Steam Leaderboards provide a competitive aspect to the game and makes it
even more fun.. Wow. Kinda hated this game. I love the humor in it, the soundtrack, the elegant and simple graphics, the
concept... but I just did not have fun at all.. its too boring.. I would recommend this game. I just played it all the way through
and do not regret it. It is kinda slow when you have to travel long distances. Other than that it kept me entertained for about 6-8
hours straight.. Wonderful, innovative, and fun. This is a great go-to LAN game, and the DLC was really entertaining. How
many games have an easter egg involving shooting santa out of the sky? This one. 9/10.
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